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Responsible for growing the Nordics cybersecurity business 
with the power of Avanade and the Microsoft and Accenture 
ecosystem. Doing this by working with a team tasked to provide 
a holistic approach through advisory, implementation and 
managed services, to help secure enterprises faster and with 
less risk – In short Protecting trust - the foundation of every 
business and organization.



To deliver securely to our customers, we must secure 

very complex working environment first



Still, humankind hasn’t learned anything 



In most cases it’s about human mistakes



#1 Priority is therefor People which no tech can replace

Implement a formal security framework like 
zero trust with enforced automation to enable 

people access and share they work
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Build employees with strong knowledge about 
cybersecurity
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Create a strong cybersecurity culture and 
make it every one priority, integral habit on 

everyday life
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Think differently about training and educating

We have taken an approach to build education inside a video games which are employee mandatory trainings 



Example how to Prioritize how you develop

Zero Trust framework

GitHub - github/safe-settings

Nobody will read 
recommendations
Nobody will read 

recommendations

Everyone is under 
time pressure and 

hurry

Everyone is under 
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Individuals has 
their own habits 

and beliefs

Individuals has 
their own habits 

and beliefs

AutomateAutomate

EnforceEnforce

Least-PrivilegeLeast-Privilege

Assume Enable

https://github.com/github/safe-settings


Success formula is simple still today

Follow a robust security 
framework

Follow a robust security 
framework

Enforce via AutomationEnforce via Automation
Signaling and Security 

Graph
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Graph
Single pane viewSingle pane viewEducate usersEducate users

Your organization is only ever as secure as its weakest link



Thank you
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